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The simplest analytical theory of bars made of stars in excentric orbits is suggested below (such a 
possibility was mentioned in [1]). Approximately, the subsystem of particles with elongated orbits may be 
described as consisting of hard "needles" elongated along radii, slowly (compared with radial oscillations of 
particles) rotating due to orbit precession. As a first approximation, we shall consider the needles mentioned to 
be infinitesimally thin ones. Besides, let us assume for simplicity that the radial energy of stars is fixed: 
E=E 0 . Then we may introduce the distribution function of such needles, f=f(<p, Ω), so that dn = f(q>, 
Q)d(pdQ is the number of needles within the angles (φ, φ+ύφ)> rotating with the angular velocities Ω = φ, in 
the range (Ω, Ω+dQ). Let us write now the collisionless kinetic equation in the form df/dt + Ω 
3ί/3φ+Ρ3#3Ω = 0, where P=dΩ/dt=d2φ/dt2=M t o t/I; M t o t is the total torque acting on the needle, I is the 
needle's inertia momentum relative to the disk center. 

The reference frame where the final bar is in steady state rotates relative to the inertial framework with the 
angular velocity Ω ρ= Ω, where Ώ is the mean angular velocity of star's orbit precession. In this framework, 
we may take f=F(U2/2 +φ) with Ρ=-3φ/3φ. If we assume that the function F is a Maxwellian: Ρ(Ω)= exp 
[-Ω /̂Ω-τ̂ Ι/πΩ-τ;, we obtain the nonlinear integral equation for the function Π= exp [-2(^-^]-\: 
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Μ(Γ) is the linear mass density of the needle, 2a is its length (we assume for simplicity the needle to be 
symmetric). 

In the linear approximation, we obtain from (1) the simple integral equation with the solution Π « exp 
(imcp) which occurs under certain conditions on the value of λ = ΰ/ΙπΩ-ρ2 (see [2] for more details; in 
particular it is shown in [2] that just bar-mode (m=2) demands the maximum dispersion of precession 
velocities Ω-j; for stabilisation). 

It is also possible to find analytically the first nonlinear correction to the linear value of λ: λ = λ 0 +A m 

For this purpose, we should rewrite the left side of equation (1) as 
Π -Tft/2+rßß, and then perform usual calculations. As a result, one can find 
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As for the numerical calculations for strongly nonlinear case (as well as for different F-functions), they will be 
published elsewhere. 
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